
STANDARD CHOREOGRAPHY AGREEMENT 

This choreography agreement cites an agreed upon contract between the Participant and the 
choreographer. I understand that this is a confidential contract and will keep all agreed upon 
matters solely between the choreographer and myself.  

I, (full name)________________________________________, hereby agree to compensate Nikki 
Baksh a sum of Two Hundred & fifty Dollars to Participate in her 5 week beginner 
Dance Workshop & showing. I understand that this is a standard choreography fee and 
includes rehearsal space rates including show date rental. I also understand that the 
given rate is payment for my Participation in choreography & Staging.  

If Additional rehearsals are needed outside of the scheduled times or if I need 
additional personal rehearsals, I agree to provide rehearsal space and additional 
compensation for all agreed upon rehearsals for the purposes of teaching and 
perfecting choreography, as the choreographer recommends.  

I acknowledge that Ms. Baksh has procured the rehearsal space for this show and Agree 
to respect the space, building & all associated regulations, including the other 
participants. I hereby agree Not to perform, Record or release through any other 
Multimedia forms (Film, recordings, photography, illustration, advertising, Internet & 
Website Publications - youtube, Facebook, et. Al) any choreography, images and all 
creative concepts inspired and created by Nikki Baksh, without written consent or 
direct involvement of Ms. Baksh herself, especially since other dancers are involved. I 
also agree to provide her with copies of any materials in which Ms. Baksh and/or Other 
Participants are involved: Footage, recorded performances, photographs, etc. 

In the event that her Choreography, style, image, talents, et al. are desired for any 
other purposes, promotional, professional or otherwise, I agree to Release my image & 
likeness in this showing. 

I acknowledge that Ms. Baksh is the choreographer for this project, has used her 
personal contacts to secure professional rehearsal and event Space, and I agree to 
respect her decisions regarding my participation. My participation Commences with my 
full payment. Should my participation Cease for any reason, I acknowledge that There 
are no refunds & that my payment will be forfeited. 

This contract is Entered into at Will &  becomes legal and binding upon signatures of All parties. 

 __________________________________    _______________________________ 

 Participant Signature                                    Choreographer: Nikki Baksh 

 Date: ____________________________   Date: _________________________ 

 

* USA/ Europe/ Asia * 

UrL: www.Nikkibaksh.com 

Phone: 917-8481342 * Email: nikkibaksh@Gmail.com

http://www.Nikkibaksh.com
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